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Amqui Station & Visitor Center Celebrates 

Grand Opening of Farmers Market, June 1, 2014 

Historic train station will offer Sunday Farmers Market 

(Madison, TN) May 12, 2014 - The historic Amqui Train Station has been a centerpiece in the 
Madison community for nearly 100 years. Known as “The train station Johnny Cash 
saved”, Discover Madison, Inc, has been working since 2006 to celebrate, educate, promote 
and preserve Madison, TN through the historic Amqui Station & Visitor Center.  

The beautiful grounds will now be the location of a new Sunday Farmers Market, beginning 
Sunday, June 1, 2014 from Noon to 3 p.m. The historic train whistle will blow once again, to 
announce the opening and closing of the Farmers Market each Sunday, June through October. 
Beck & Beck Law Offices is the season’s presenting sponsor. 

Executive Director Cate Hamilton states, “We are so happy to have a weekly event for the 
community. The new renaissance of Madison begins with respect for its history and we are 
happy to be a part of this growth and to provide this weekly market! This will be the only 
Community Farmers Market open on Sundays in Davidson County. As an extra perk, the Amqui 
Museum will be open to the public during market hours.” 

The beautifully renovated Amqui Station has plenty of parking, air-conditioned restrooms, and a 
covered pavilion, making a trip to the Farmers Market a comfortable and fun experience. Church 
buses are encouraged to bring seniors by van after services and all forms of payment are 
accepted, including SNAP/EBT, cash, debit and credit cards.   !
This community-minded venue will also sponsor a gleaning program, available for food pantries 
that serve the Madison area with the Covenant of the Cross Food Pantry as the first recipient. 
Volunteers and staff will also work with Second Harvest Food Bank’s location at the Christian 
Cooperative Ministry.  

Jennifer Buck Wallace For State House has sponsored the “ Double SNAP Cash" program. 
$10 of EBT will provide $20 of food! 

Wallace shares, "SNAP provides nutrition assistance to thousands of low-income Tennessee 
families still struggling in this tough economic time.  Tennessee is in the bottom five states in the 
country with one of the largest percentages of our neighbors needing nutritional assistance. At a 
time when government is cutting this assistance, I'm happy to be able to help offer a hand up to 
our neighbors and thrilled to know that the food provided at the Amqui Station Farmers Market 
will be locally sourced and healthy. Providing healthy, local food to our neighbors in a tough 
economic time is a win-win for our community." 
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Volunteer Board Member and Farmers Market Manager, Nancy VanReece adds, “We have such 
great help from Melissa Corbin of Corbin in The Dell and Frank Trew with the Hip Donelson 
Market.  Getting to know the vendors has been an incredible delight.”  

"We will be a producer market; what customers buy at the market will be locally grown from the 
people who planted and cultivated the crops or made the products themselves. PickTN and the 
US Dept. of Agriculture have placed this Farmers Market on their listings and we are thrilled that 
Amqui Station & Visitor Center will soon be a part of the TN Vacation “Ring of Fire” tour.” 

Come visit Amqui Station and spend a Farmers Market token with a quote from Johnny Cash, 
“Johnny says thank you!” Want to learn more? Please visit www.amquistation.org.  

Be sure to follow Amqui Station & Visitor Center on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Google+ 

Discover Madison, Inc.’s mission is to celebrate, educate, promote and preserve Madison, TN through historic 

Amqui Station & Visitor Center.  To learn more, visit www.amquistation.org.  !
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